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Abstract

This report provides mappings of omnidirectional images (catadioptric
or dioptric images) into panoramic images on a sphere or on a cylinder,
all in a single report for convenient access. The mappings are illustrated
by examples.

1 Introduction

We briefly review the geometry of catadioptric and dioptric cameras. Omni-
directional camera systems have been developed to observe a 360-degree field
of view (see, for example, [1]). Popular omnidirectional imaging systems are
catadioptric or dioptric camera systems. The word catadioptric means pertain-
ing to, or involving both the reflexion and the refraction of light. The word
dioptric means relating to the refraction of light. A catadioptric camera system
is constructed as a combination of a quadric mirror and a conventional camera
[4, 5, 6]. The dioptric camera system is constructed with a specially designed
refractor as the optical lens of the camera. The refractor controls the angles
of rays that pass through the lens [5]. Cylindric panoramas are, for example,
generated by rotating line cameras [3]; we consider single-projection center cylin-
dric panoramas in the following (i.e., where the off-axis distance equals zero).
Omnidirectional images are either catadioptric or dioptric images.

Since omnidirectional imaging systems are widely used for controlling mobile
robots [1, 2, 8], image analysis for omnidirectional images is also required for
robot vision applications. Basically, analysis may happen straight in catadiop-
tric or dioptric images, or, at first we transform those into traditional formats
(preferably cylindric panoramas), and continue with image analysis then for
those formats.

Besides robotics, another significant use of catadioptric or dioptric cameras
is also the generation of panoramic views from captured images. In this report,
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we show the transform of catadioptric or dioptric images into images on a sphere
or on a cylinder (i.e., spheric or cylindric panoramas).

The structure of this report is as follows. In Section 2, we recall the hyper-
bolic camera model as one of the well-established catadioptric cameras. Using
the hyperbolic camera model, we derive the transformation from hyperbolic
images to spheric or cylindric images. In Section 3, we describe a fish-eye-
lens camera model and derive the transformation from fish-eye-lens images to
spheric or cylindric images. Finally, we show examples of cylindric anaglyphic
panoramas which have been transformed from hyperbolic images.

2 Hyperbolic Camera Image Transforms

Figure 1 illustrates mappings of a hyperbolic image into three different camera
geometries.

(a) The camera Ch generates the omnidirectional image πh by central pro-
jection, since all the rays incident with the focal point F are reflected to a
single point. A point X in 3D space is transformed into the point xh on the
hyperboloid, and xh is transformed to the point mh on the image plane.

(b) In this geometric configuration, a point xs on the spheric image and a
point xh on the hyperboloid lie on a line connecting a point X in a space and
the focal point F of the hyperboloid.

(c) In this geometric configuration, a point xp on the cylindric image and
a point xh on the hyperboloid lie on a line connecting a point X in 3D space
with the focal point F of the hyperboloid.

(a) (b) (c)

Figure 1: Transforms between hyperbolic to spheric, and parabolic to spheric
camera systems. (a) from hyperbolic into a pinhole camera system. (b) from
hyperbolic into a spheric camera system. (c) from hyperbolic into a cylindric
camera system.
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We consider at first the case illustrated by Figure 1 (a). The focal point of
the hyperboloid Sh is located at the point F = (0, 0, 0)>. The center of the
pinhole camera is located at the point Ch = (0, 0,−2e). The hyperbolic camera
axis lh is the line which connects Ch and F . We have the hyperboloid

Sh :
x2 + y2

a2
− (z + e)2

b2
= −1 (1)

where e =
√

a2 + b2. A point X = (X, Y, Z)> in 3D space is projected into
the point xh = (xh, yh, zh)> on the hyperboloid Sh according to the following
mapping:

xh = λX (2)

where

λ =
±a2

b
√

X2 + Y 2 + Z2 ∓ eZ
(3)

The relation between X and xh is valid if the line, which connects the focal
point F with the point X, intersects the hyperboloid Sh in at least one 3D
point. Furthermore, the sign of parameter λ depends on the geometric position
of point X. In what follows, we assume that the relation of Equation (3) is
satisfied. Let mh = (uh, vh)> be the point on the image plane π such that
point xh on Sh is projected into mh on π, according to the following equations:

uh = f
xh

zh + 2e
and vh = f

yh

zh + 2e
(4)

where f is the focal length of the pinhole camera. Therefore, a point X =
(X, Y, Z)> in 3D space is transformed into point mh as follows:

uh =
fa2X

(a2 ∓ 2e2)Z ± 2be
√

X2 + Y 2 + Z2)
(5)

vh =
fa2Y

(a2 ∓ 2e2)Z ± 2be
√

X2 + Y 2 + Z2)
(6)

The case of a hyperbolic into a spheric image is illustrated in Figure 1 (b).
We assume a unit sphere Ss : x2 + y2 + z2 = 1. Let the center of sphere be Cs,
and we also have the focal point F of the hyperboloid Sh, with Cs = F = 0.
Point xs = (xs, ys, zs) on the unit sphere is given in spheric coordinates as
follows:

xs = sin θ cos ϕ , ys = sin θ sinϕ and zs = cos θ (7)

where 0 ≤ θ < 2π and 0 ≤ ϕ < π. The point mh = (uh, vh)> on the hyperbolic
image, and the point xs on the sphere satisfy

uh =
fa2 sin θ cos ϕ

(a2 ∓ 2e2) cos θ ± 2be
(8)

vh =
fa2 sin θ sinϕ

(a2 ∓ 2e2) cos θ ± 2be
(9)
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Let I(uh, vh) or IS(θ, ϕ) be the hyperbolic or the spheric image, respectively.
These images satisfy the following equation:

I(uh, vh) = IS(θ, ϕ) (10)

For the hyperbolic-to-cylindric image transform, as illustrated in Figure 1
(c), we assume a cylindric camera center Cp and that the focal point F of the
hyperboloid Sh staisfies Cp = F = 0. A point xp = (xp, yp, zp) on the cylindric
surface is given as follows:

xp = r cos θ , yp = r sin θ and zp = r tanϕ (11)

where 0 ≤ θ < 2π and −π/2 ≤ ϕ < π/2. Without loss of generality, let r = 1.
Point mh = (uh, vh)> on the hyperbolic image and point xs on the cylinder
satisfy the following:

uh =
fa2 cos θ

(a2 ∓ 2e2) tan ϕ± 2be
√

1 + tanϕ2
(12)

vh =
fa2 sin θ

(a2 ∓ 2e2) tan ϕ± 2be
√

1 + tanϕ2
(13)

Let I(uh, vh) or IP (θ, ϕ) be the hyperbolic or cylindric image, respectively.
These images satisfy the following equation:

I(uh, vh) = IP (θ, ϕ) (14)

We thus derived one-to-one correspondences between points on a hyperbolic
image and a spheric image, and points on a hyperbolic image and a cylindric
image. This allows to transform these images using common interpolation tech-
niques, such as bilinear, cubic convolution, or B-spline interpolation.

3 Fish-Eye-Lens Camera Image Transforms

A fish-eye-lens camera generates an image on the basis of a stereographic, equi-
solid angle, orthogonal, and equidistance projection. This projection is illus-
trated in Figure 2 (a). Let m = (x, y)> or ξ = (θ, ϕ)> be the projected point
on an image, acquired by a fish-eye-lens camera, or a point on a spheric image,
respectively. Depending on the specific projection, point m on the fish-eye-lens
camera image is transformed into point ξ as follows:

θ = tan−1(y/x) ϕ = 2 tan−1(|x|/2f) (15)
θ = tan−1(y/x) ϕ = 2 sin−1(|x|/2f) (16)
θ = tan−1(y/x) ϕ = sin−1(|x|/f) (17)
θ = tan−1(y/x) ϕ = |x|/f (18)
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Figure 2: (a) Transform between a fish-eye-lens and a spheric camera system.
(b) Transform between a fish-eye-lens and a cylindric camera system. Since
fish-eye-lens cameras acquire images by stereographic, equisolid angle, orthogo-
nal, and equidistance projection, it is possible to transform fish-eye-lens camera
images into images on a sphere or cylinder.

Therefore, dioptric images are transformed as follows into spheric images:

I(u, v) = I(2f tan(ϕ/2) cos θ, 2f tan(ϕ/2) sin θ) = IS(θ, φ)
I(u, v) = I(2f sin(ϕ/2) cos θ, 2f sin(ϕ/2) sin θ) = IS(θ, φ)
I(u, v) = I(f sinϕ cos θ, f sinϕ sin θ) = IS(θ, φ)
I(u, v) = I(fϕ cos θ, fϕ sin θ) = IS(θ, φ)

Furthermore, as illustrated in Figure 2 (b), we assume that ξ = (θ, ϕ)> is a point
on cylindric image. Fish-eye-lens camera images are transformed as follows into
cylindric images:

I(u, v) = I(2f tan(π/4− ϕ/2) cos θ, 2f tan(π/4− ϕ/2) sin θ) = IS(θ, φ)
I(u, v) = I(2f sin(π/4− ϕ/2) cos θ, 2f sin(π/4− ϕ/2) sin θ) = IS(θ, φ)
I(u, v) = I(f sin(π/2− ϕ) cos θ, f sin(π/2− ϕ) sin θ) = IS(θ, φ)
I(u, v) = I(f(π/2− ϕ) cos θ, f(π/2− ϕ) sin θ) = IS(θ, φ)

4 Conclusions

Ideal geometric transforms as provided still have to be “refined” by a further
analysis of impacts of optical (e.g., radial) distortions, to ensure further im-
provements in the quality of resultant panoramas.
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Appendix

Anaglyphic Cylindric Images

For the generation of anaglyphic (i.e., stereo-viewable) images, two omnidi-
rectional images are captured with a minor shift between both camera posi-
tions. This translation needs to be orthogonal to the optical axis of the camera
(in other words, the motion is orthogonal to the axes of both parallel image
cylinders, obtained after transforming the omnidirectional images into cylindric
panoramas).

Let IRGB be an original cylindric image in RGB color space, and ĪRGB be
the second cylindric image captured after the described translational motion.
Furthermore, let IR be the red color component in IRGB , and let ĪGB be the
green and blue color components in ĪRGB . We then generate an anaglyphic
image by superimposing ĪGB on IR. (Of course, this is just the basic and simple
rule. For example, relative distances between both components are important
to adjust visual depth perception, and the choice of the color components is also
crucial to enhance “true-color” anaglyphic image perception, see [7].)

Samples of Cylindric Anaglyphic Panoramas

We show cylindric anaglyphic images transformed from images captured by a
hyperbolic camera shown in Figure 3 on the left.

Original images and cylindric panoramas are also available on http://www.media.imit.chiba-
u.jp/.

Figure 3: (a) The used hyperbolic (digital) camera: a 5 Megapixel Olympus CA-
MEDIA C-5050 and a hyperboloidal shaped mirror SOIOS 55-Scope S01SOL01.
(b) The used (digital) fish-eye-lens camera: an 8 Megapixel Nikon COOLPIX
8800 and a fish-eye-lens attachment Nikon FC-E9.
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Figure 4: Panoramic images captured at different positions on Mt. Wellington,
Auckland (New Zealand). Set 1.
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Figure 5: Panoramic images captured at different positions on Mt. Wellington,
Auckland (New Zealand). Set 2.
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Figure 6: Panoramic images: Tamaki campus of the University of Auckland.
Right: anaglyph generated from images shown on the left and in the middle.
Set 1.
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Figure 7: Panoramic images: Tamaki campus of the University of Auckland.
Right: anaglyph generated from images shown on the left and in the middle.
Set 2.
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Figure 8: Panoramic images: Tamaki campus of the University of Auckland.
Right: anaglyph generated from images shown on the left and in the middle.
Set 3.
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Figure 9: Panoramic images (180-degree field of view): Imperial Palace in
Tokyo. Right: anaglyph generated from images shown on the left and in the
middle.

Figure 10: Panoramic images (180-degree field of view): Imperial Palace in
Tokyo. Right: anaglyph generated from images shown on the left and in the
middle.

Figure 11: Panoramic images (180-degree field of view): Imperial Palace in
Tokyo. Right: anaglyph generated from images shown on the left and in the
middle.
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Figure 12: Panoramic images: Imperial Palace in Tokyo. Right: anaglyph
generated from images shown on the left and in the middle.
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Figure 13: Panoramic images: Imperial Palace in Tokyo. Right: anaglyph
generated from images shown on the left and in the middle.
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